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Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond. 
New ZetaTalk Earth Changes Announcements Signs of the Times
Earthquake Increase

Despite the USGS stripping quakes from their databases and dumbing down the magnitude, the sheer number of earthquakes has 
increased dramatically. This was addressed in Issue 198 of this newsletter on August 15, 2010, where Lindquist Research graphs on the 
increase on the number of quakes alone was featured. The full impact is not apparent until the count is multiplied by the magnitude. 
Counting the number of 6+ magnitude quakes is not comparing apples to apples because a magnitude 6.2 quakes is so much more 
powerful than a magnitude 6.1 quake! No wonder the USGS has been working to keep the magnitude of quakes they allow in their 
databases just under the line, calling 6+ quakes a 5.9, for instance, as was outlined in Issue 245 of this newsletter on June 12, 2011. 

Earthquake
http://www.answers.com/topic/earthquake

Called the Richter scale, it rates earth tremors on a scale from 1 to 9, with 9 being the most powerful and each number 
representing an increase of ten times the energy over the previous number.

Moment Magnitude Scale
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_magnitude_scale

The MMS is now the scale used to estimate magnitudes for all modern large earthquakes by the United States Geological 
Survey. As with the Richter scale, an increase of one step on this logarithmic scale corresponds to an increase in the amount of 
energy released, and an increase of two steps corresponds to a 1000 times increase in energy.

As a recent post on the Pole Shift ning highlighted, since 2003 when Planet X entered the solar system, not only have quakes increased 
in number but also in magnitude! Note the difference when the Linquist Research chart including magnitude are lined up with Linquist 
Research charts for number of quakes in a particular range alone. 
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Earthquake Project
http://research.dlindquist.com/quake/

The Earthquake Project is a concerted effort to bring together historical data on earthquakes for purposes of trend analysis. It 
provides a comprehensive picture of US Geological Survey data from the 1970s until today, and exposes some interesting 
trends in seismic activity.

Just as the Zetas predicted at the start of the ZetaTalk saga, earthquakes have been on the increase! The cause, per the Zetas, is the 
Earth wobble which began in early 2004, where Planet X daily jerks the globe to and fro. 

ZetaTalk Prediction 4/15/1999: You're going to have increasing earthquake tremblers. This will be defused by the media which will 
fail to report them. 

ZetaTalk Prediction 12/15/2006: What will happen to the Earth, wobbling in an increasingly forceful figure 8? Certainly her plates 
will move, and where this occurs in subduction zones, jolting quakes and volcanic activity will follow. And where this occurs in stretch 
zones, the sinking and thinning ground will create chaos for cities or infrastructure above and will also allow magma to bubble up to 
the surface. The quakes are quickening.

India to Puero Rico

Poor India is destined to be pushed down under the waves, under the towering Himalayas, during the hour of the pole shift. But this is 
also a steady occurrence as we approach the pole shift, an issue last addressed in Issue 234 of this newsletter on March 27, 2011. 
Evidence of this sinking is apparent on both sides of India, recently, from Bangladesh to the Indus Valley of Pakistan. The coastlines 
are being inundated by seawater on either side of India, where the plate boundary lies. This is not erosion. This is sinking. 
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[India] Gujarat-Flooding by Sea Water
April 29, 2011
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ahmedabad/

Nearly 40 per cent of the 903 sq km of the proposed Dholera Special Investment Region (SIR) requires filling, as "flooding by 



sea water and from seasonal monsoon rains is currently a major problem" in the area.
[Pakistan] As the Tidal Link Grows, so do Sindh's Troubles
July 1, 2011
http://tribune.com.pk/story/199898/as-the-tidal-link-grows-so-do-sindhs-troubles/

Instead of depositing sewage and waste into the sea, the Tidal Link at Badin is collecting seawater that is seeping into the land. 
[Pakistan] Building Collapse in Lyari area of Karachi Kills Nine
August 5, 2011
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-south-asia-14415393

One witness said that before the collapse of the building he felt the tremors. Rescuers have pulled out nine bodies from the 
debris of a six-storey building that collapsed in the Pakistani city of Karachi. 
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Bangladesh: Thousands Displaced by New Floods
July 27, 2011
http://www.indcatholicnews.com/news.php?viewStory=18683

Although the area of the coastal districts of Cox's Bazar and Teknaf is prone to such disasters, the severity of these floods is 
unprecedented and has surprised people. According to reports from CARE Bangladesh, the continuous rains are not new, what 
was surprising is the level of flooding which had never been reached. 

[Bangladesh] Saline Intrusion
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zndVCTHTj7U

3:08.In our childhood we drank sweet water. Now is is salty. Now due to saline intrusion we can't grow rice. 

India is, in the words of the Zetas, the brake point holding plate movement around the world back. When India is pushed under the 
Himalayas the eastern end of the Indo-Australian Plate lifts, the Sunda Plate slides down, the Philippine Plate tilts, and the rest of the 7 
of 10 scenarios follow. This has been slow, due to plate undulation setting in, as outlined in Issue 219 of this newsletter on December 
31, 2010, and due to a "jammed door" as explained in Issue 250 on July 17, 2011 by the Zetas. But per the Zetas the overall schedule 
will proceed apace. If India is dropping, lately, what have the other sites for 7 of 10 plate movement experienced recently? Almost 
simultaneously, on August 2, 2011 Anak Krakatau on the Sunda Plate began smoking, and on the same day a buoy just south of Puerto 
Rico went on alert. This is not a coincidence. Note that on this day also the IRIS chart shows the Sunda Plate outlined in red, quakes 
noted along both sides of the Philippine Plate, and the eastern edge of the Indo-Australian Plate lifting as well. Pressure on the northern 
Pacific at Japan and Kamchatka is also apparent. All dated August 2, 2011. 



IMAGE: August 2

Satellite Image Shows Ash Plume Drifting From Krakatoa
August 2, 2011
http://www.irishweatheronline.com/news/earthquakesvolcanos/

A newly released NASA satellite image shows an ash plume drifting from a volcano that produced one of the largest eruptions 
in modern history. Anak Krakatau (also known as Krakatoa), a volcanic island in the Sunda Strait between the islands of Java 
and Sumatra in Indonesia, has been intermittently active for the past several decades.

Disclosure vs Distraction

Disclosure involves breaking two cover-ups - one over the alien presence and the second over the presence of Planet X in our inner 
solar system. The effort to break these cover-ups, creating disclosure on these two fronts, is an effort involving a broad team, both 
human and alien. For instance, what does this August 3, 2011 crop circle, a dramatic photo of a Moon Swirl taken on August 2, 2011, 
and a UFO sighting on August 3, 2011 by a UK radio sports caster have in common? All appeared very recently, essentially on the 
same day! The many fronts of the thrust toward disclosure.

IMAGE: UK CC

ZetaTalk Explanation 8/6/2011: This crop circle design is stating that the swirling dust cloud of Planet X will seem to dance like a 
snake, from the viewpoint of Earth, as Planet X comes closer and the Earth's wobble intensifies. The twisting tongue of the snake 
showing that the charged tail of Planet X seems to roll as well as swoop, a complicated dance.

This Armenian photo of the Sun shows the capture of a Moon Swirl, positioned between the Earth and Sun but very visible due to the 
sunlight behind the swirl. One can see the individual moons in the swirl, and when contrast and brightness are reduced, the dominant 
moon in the swirl emerges. The end of the Moon Swirl almost seems to take the shape of the snake head on the crop circle, above, does 
it not? 

Yesterday [August 2] my friend from Yerevan, Armenia, showed me some photos. He made these photos in high sensitivity through the 
negative, put a negative to the lens. 



IMAGE: Moon Swirl

ZetaTalk Explanation 8/6/2011: This is a Moon Swirl, with the dominant moon emerging from the group when the contrast and 
brightness are reduced. This is clearly not a flare line from the Sun, as the dust clustered around the Moon Swirl seems to expand at 
the end where it has been ruffling. These moons are of course not close to the Sun but between the Earth and Sun, so appear large in 
the photo, almost planet sized. 

Disclosure in the UK took a giant leap forward also when the Radio 5 sports caster witnessed a UFO sighting near Stansted airport. 
This was covered by the conservative BBC. The UK has been slowly releasing their UFO files. 
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Disc Shaped Craft is Spotted Circling Near Stansted
August 3, 2011
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-14387365

On his way in to work this morning, Radio 5 live's sports reporter spotted a disc shaped craft circling above a field in 
Hertfordshire. Was it a UFO? 

In Pictures: UFOs Files Seen for the First Time
March 2, 2011
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-12624573

Include this photograph from about March 2004. The doughnut-shaped phenomenon were snapped by a retired RAF officer 
before sending the photo to his old bosses tasked with investigating unidentified flying objects (UFOs).

By distraction is a tool in the cover-up toolkit. Astronomers have came forward to grab the stage with their "Big Splat" Moon theory. 
Yet another theory on how the Moon formed, and why it continually faces the Earth during its orbit of Earth. It is known, from analysis 
of Moon rocks retrieved by the Apollo landings, that the composition of the Moon is not the same as the composition of Earth. Yet this 
latest theory once again states that the Moon emerged from the Earth during a collision. Multiple collisions are theorized, some sort of 
collision with the Earth, and then a second collision between twin Moons. Just why these collisions occurred is not addressed, but 
rather avoided. 

IMAGE: Big Splat



'Big Splat' May Explain the Moon's Mountainous Far Side
August 3, 2011
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/08/110803133519.htm

The new study, published in the August 4 issue of Nature, builds on the "giant impact" model for the origin of the moon, in 
which a Mars-sized object collided with Earth early in the history of the solar system and ejected debris that coalesced to form 
the moon. The mountainous region on the far side of the moon, known as the lunar farside highlands, may be the solid remains 
of a collision with a smaller companion moon. 

Per the Zetas, the Earth once rode the Asteroid Belt and arrived at her current orbit after a collision with one of the moons of Planet X, 
which in those days came through that region during his periodic passages. Our current Moon did not emerge from the Earth, but was 
captured by Earth's gravity field during this tumultuous time. The Zetas collision theory is logical and in accordance with all the 
evidence, i.e. the presence of Planet X in our inner solar system and the obvious evidence of moons swirling behind it. In anticipation 
of one more astronomical theory that ignores the obvious, perhaps the August 3, 2011 crop circle and UFO display in the UK and 
photo capture of the moons of Planet X were timed to make a counterpoint. The truth squad is out there!

ZetaTalk Explanation 7/15/1995: The Earth, her waters scattered more readily than her bulk, wobbled out of orbit at the initial 
impact. Her wobble took her, eventually, into her present orbit, closer to the Sun. 

ZetaTalk Explanation 9/15/1996: They will assume that the Earth's Moon was torn away during their passage through the solar 
system, not unexpected as in truth this is how the Moon was placed as a satellite of the Earth in the first place.

Debt Crisis

Now that the US Congress is done playing chicken with the debt ceiling and the looming possibility that the US would default on its 
debts, is the crisis over? Hardly, because the problem has not gone away. The world, per the Zetas, has been in a second Great 
Depression for several years, though not admitting it. 

ZetaTalk Prediction 12/15/1996: The world banks are justified in their constant fretting about the health of their industry during the 
panic that will occur going into the cataclysms. The worth of paper money is a fragile thing, based more on confidence than anything, 
paper money can plunge in value overnight, and often does in unstable countries where printing more paper money is seen as the 
solution to underfunding of government ambitions. 



Floating on a bubble of debt is nothing new, as recent examples such as Iceland and Argentina show. Those holding the currency lose, 
debts are written off, and the country or entity restructures. 
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What Happens when Countries Go Bankrupt?
November 4, 2008
http://www.spiegel.de/international/business/0,1518,588419,00.html

Argentina experienced it in 2001 and Russia three years earlier. Germany has gone bankrupt twice in its more recent history, 
once in 1923 and the second time after 1945. A country has reached this final stage if, as a result of war or blatant 
mismanagement, it has gambled away all trust, can no longer service its debt or convince anyone to lend it any money, no 
matter how high an interest rate it promises to pay. 

There is no question that the US debt was primarily incurred during the Bush administration, with 6.1 of the 14.3 trillion raised during 
his tenure alone. But blame aside, here we are, with the US at least temporarily losing its AAA status on its bonds. And other countries 
teetering on the brink. Now what? Per the Zetas, it will be the status quo until the Last Weeks, as the establishment cannot contemplate 
any other course of action. 

US Stripped of AAA Credit Rating by S&P Over Political Weakness
August 6, 2011
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/richard-adams-blog/2011/aug/06/

The credit rating agency Standard & Poor's has stripped the US of its top-notch AAA credit rating, downgrading it to AA+ and 
warning of further future downgrades because of political and economic uncertainty. 

US Debt Crisis Continues as Turmoil Infects Italy and Spain
August 2, 2011
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2011/aug/02/debt-crisis-turmoil-italy-spain

Interest rates on Spanish and Italian bonds rose to well above 6%, the level that signalled the beginning of the bailout process 
for Greece, Ireland and Portugal.

ZetaTalk Prediction 7/30/2011: We have mentioned that the status quo is likely to be continued up to and even into the Last Weeks, as 
those who benefit from the status quo see no alternative for themselves. Bankrupt countries will continue to print money, devaluing 
their dollars, as the alternative is to declare bankruptcy, making their money virtually worthless. This attitude extends to corporations 



and the banking industry, where their failure is a specter too gruesome to contemplate, envisioned as making matters worse, so they 
are pumped up with loans or legislation to avoid failures and layoffs. It is the lack of alternatives that drives the process. This is a 
global issue. All are likely to stumble forward thus, maintaining the status quo, until the public has switched entirely to the barter 
system as the only medium of exchange that has any meaning.


